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Thirteen high-speed rail (HSR) projects are in the planning stages or have begun construction in the United States. With terrorists worldwide determined to attack trains, how should HSR systems be protected? This is the right time to initiate a discussion, as new HSR systems are being designed and built. This research project addresses several questions, such as:

• What threats drive HSR security concerns?
• What can we learn from the terrorist attacks on HSR systems abroad?
• Does HSR merit more security or different security measures than other types of passenger rail?
• What can we learn from security measures already in place at HSR systems in Europe and Japan?
• What do accidents involving HSR systems tell us about the consequences of potential attacks?
• Should HSR passengers go through separate security screening?
• Would increased security for HSR offer a net security benefit?

Study Methods
The approach is empirical. The authors analyzed data on all attacks against HSR targets recorded in the MTI Database of Terrorist and Serious Criminal Attacks against Public Surface Transportation. Because very few HSR attacks have occurred, the researchers also analyzed HSR accident data to identify patterns in event types and outcomes — particularly casualties, damage, and service disruption — in order to identify the outcomes that would be attractive to a potential attacker. In addition, the researchers examined security strategies and measures at existing HSR systems abroad.

Findings
• Terrorists seeking significant body counts target crowded subways and commuter trains and stations, which offer crowds of people in confined environments. Terrorists attacking HSR would most likely seek spectacular crashes and casualties through derailments.
• Since HSR will be connected to non-HSR systems — and in many rail systems, it is envisioned to function as high-speed commuter transit — separate, more stringent security regimes for HSR should be the exception.
• HSR operators in Europe and Japan favor the full integration of HSR with non-HSR,
which increases passenger convenience; they do not favor separate HSR security regimes, which would cause additional security delays.

- Any special security measures adopted for HSR trains should provide a net security benefit, not merely displace the risk to non-HSR trains and passengers.
- Security measures should focus on the station rather than on a particular component of transportation in the station.
- Random screening for both HSR and non-HSR passengers is used increasingly and appears generally acceptable.
- The apparent propensity of terrorists to attack the rails of HSR lines suggests that rail security measures should be given close attention.

Policy Recommendations
The objective of the research project was not to dictate security regimes but rather to identify the lessons learned from terrorist attacks, accidents, and security measures in place, and from these, to distill the principles of a HSR strategy, which is outlined in the final report.
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